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COA EXCESS/METRICS REPORT 

Release notes/ User Walkthrough Outline 
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 B. Report Data 

 C. Creating an Excess Metrics Report (Filter Options) 

 D. Creating an Excess Metrics report (Display Options) 

 E. Creating an Excess Comparison Report 

 F. Grid Data 
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 I. Changes to Divestiture Planning/ MDL NIIN management 

 J. Changes to Auto-Sourcing 
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 B. BDE level Excess Metrics Report 
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 D. Create an ACOM level line graph 
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COA Excess Metrics / Reporting  

1. Purpose:  To provide a common picture when reporting excess equipment across the Army.  

2. Concept/ Design Detail: Using the All Army (980K) COA run from DST’s COA/Auto-
Sourcing module and the existing transactions (PSDs) within DST- SM and DST- ET build a 
reporting feature that allows users to visualize projected excess equipment and related moves 
based on the strategy and criteria of the All Army COA run. This capability will allow all users of 
DST to create and run reports considering projected excess (CSDs), planned and in execution 
excess (PSDs) and completed PSDs. This includes the ability to see excess over time and 
suspense dates. This COA run will run weekly allowing users to select multiple COA runs 
across a 24-month time frame. 

 

Figure 1 Excess Metric Chart 

3. Walkthrough: The following section contains general description of changes, rules and step 

by step instructions of how to use these capabilities.  

 A. General information:  

  1). The COA Excess Metrics/ Reporting capability resides in a new menu option named 

“Custom Reports.” It will also be selectable option within the MCOP tool.  

 

Figure 2 DST Main Menu 
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  2). Custom Reports Module: this module contains a summary page that houses all of the 

users’ custom built reports. Clicking on a reports name will open the report and allow users to 

select the various display options for that report. The reports will remain saved under the 

creating users name until deleted by the user.  

 

Figure 3 Custom Report home screen 

  3). There are two types of reports that can be created using this capability: Excess 

Metrics and Excess Comparison 

   a. Excess Metrics allow users to create a report to compare the same selected force 

element’s excess numbers (based on the number of lateral transfers and turn-ins) across 

multiple COA run dates (up to 26 execution dates can be populated on the report). The selected 

force could be all Army units, an individual company or any size force in between.  

   b. Excess Comparison allows users to create a report to compare multiple force 

elements excess numbers across any single COA run. Users may select multiple force 

elements and compare their excess numbers across a single COA run.   

 

Figure 4 Report Type Dialogue Box 
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 B. Report Data: The excess reporting module displays data using results from the Army’s 

980k COA run, existing PSDs and completed PSD information. 

  1). Projected Excess: This is computed by using the CSD data from the Army’s 980K 

COA run. This is excess at the start of the run and excess out into the future.  

  2). Planned Excess: This is computed using existing PSD information. This includes all 

PSDs that are not closed, infeasible or DST Not Approved.  

  3). Completed Excess: This is computed by using completely closed PSD information.  

  4). Categories of Excess: the three types of excess (above) is further broken out into 15 

categories: 

 a). MDL Turn-In PSDs: This represents those PSDs with a NIIN whose 

divestiture status is “Complete” divestiture on the MDL list and were open 

at the time of the COA execution date.  

 b). Current T/I PSD: This represents those PSDs that were open at the 

time of the COA execution date. This excludes the PSDs of MDL NIINs 

(complete divestiture) and those PSDs with a vetting status of DST NOT 

Approved.  

  c). MDL Items without Turn-In PSDs: This represents those CSDs created during the 

980K COA run with a NIIN whose divestiture status is “Complete” divestiture on the MDL list at 

the time of the COA execution date. 

  d). Excess Items without T/I PSDs: This represents those CSDs created during the 

980K COA run (excluding MDL NIINs) based on the Excess T/I sequences. These sequences 

are created after all optimization and cross-ACOM sequences within the 980K COA run.  

  e). X-ACOM (Cross-ACOM) Lateral Transfer PSDs:  This represents those PSDs 

whose supplier and receiver have different ACOMs (within the AOS Force) and are open at the 

time of the COA execution date. For those UICs that do not have an ACOM (due to the UIC not 

falling under an ACOM/ASCC/DRU within the AOS Force Tree) it’s ACOM will be considered 

“Unknown.” PSDs (or CSDs) that are “Unknown” ACOM to “Unknown” ACOM they will be 

considered as internal ACOM. PSDs (or CSDs) that “Unknown” ACOM to “Known” ACOM will 

be considered Cross-ACOM.  

  f). Internal Lateral Transfer PSDs: This represents PSDs whose receiver and 

supplier are part of the selected supply set / force tree node. For instance, if the branch of 

FORSCOM was selected all PSDs going to and coming from UIC contained in that branch 

would be considered Internal Lateral Transfer PSDS.  

  g). External Lateral Transfer PSDs: This represents PSDs whose receiver is not part 

of the selected supply set / force tree node but are within the same ACOM.  
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  h). X-ACOM Lateral Transfer without PSDs: This represents CSDs created during 

the 980K COA run that are lateral transfers whose AOS ACOM of the supplier and receiver are 

not the same.  

  i). Internal Lateral Transfer without PSDs: This represents excess items (based on 

CSDs from the 980k COA run) that could be laterally transferred to fill a shortage internally to 

the selected supply set / force tree node where the receiver and supplier are within the same 

ACOM.  

  j). External Lateral Transfer without PSDs: This represents excess items(based on 

CSDs from the 980k COA run)  that could be laterally transferred to fill shortages external to the 

selected supply set / force tree node where the receiver and supplier are within the same 

ACOM.   

k). Completed MDL Turn-In PSDs: This represents PSDs that were 

completed between executions that were Turn-In PSDs with NIINs that 

were on the MDL list at the time of the run. Only fully complete PSD 

are counted (no “partial Credit”) and initial leg “Pass Through” PSDs 

are not counted.  

  l). Completed Turn-In PSDs: This represents PSDs that were completed between 

executions there were Turn-In PSDs (excluding MDL NIINs). Only fully complete PSD are 

counted (no “partial Credit”) and initial leg “Pass Through” PSDs are not counted.  

  m). Completed X-ACOM Lateral Transfer PSDs: This represents PSDs that were 

completed between executions that were Lateral Transfer PSDs whose AOS ACOM of the 

supplier and receiver are not the same. Only fully complete PSD are counted (no “partial 

Credit”) and initial leg “Pass Through” PSDs are not counted 

  n). Completed Internal Lateral Transfer PSDs: This represents PSDs that were 

completed between executions that were Lateral Transfer PSDs laterally transferred to fill a 

shortage internally to the selected supply set / force tree node where the receiver and supplier 

are within the same ACOM.  

  o). Completed External Lateral Transfer PSDs: This represents PSDs that were 

completed between executions that were Lateral Transfer PSDs to fill shortages external to the 

selected supply set / force tree node where the receiver and supplier are within the same 

ACOM.   

 C. Creating an Excess Metrics Report (Filter Options): 

  1). Click on the “New” icon on the top right portion of the Custom Reports Module.  

  2). On the Report Type dialogue box, select “Excess Metrics” and click “Next” 

  3). Using the “Add New Excess Metrics Report” dialogue box, input a Report Name and a 

description of the report. You also have the option of making the report private (“Creator”-only 

you can see it) or Public (visible by any user who can access the Custom Reports module).  
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Figure 5 Add New Metrics Report Dialogue Box 

  4). Click “Save” and the “Reports Options” pane will display.  

a). The top portion of the pane houses the multiple 

Plan Executions that can be selected to display on 

the report. For each plan that is selected the report 

will return data produced during that COA run and 

the applicable PSD information for that time frame 

as well.  

b). “What to Count” this gives the option to count 

individual pieces or number of transactions 

(PSDs/CSDs) to display on the report.   

c). “LINs” use this selection to determine the LINs 

that you wish to be returned on the report.  

d). “Ignore Intra-Battalion Lateral Transfers:” clicking 

this option will omit any data on those Lateral 

Transfers that are occurring at the “AA” level or 

below. Normally, these types of transactions are 

optimization type transactions and do not effect a 

unit’s readiness posture.   

e). “Suppliers:” select the force that you want to be 

displayed in the report. There are three options for 

selecting force: Supply Sets, AOS Force Tree and 

the DST Force Tree.  

  

 

 

  6) Click “Run Report” to start building your desired report.  

Note: the number of plan executions included, and size of force selected will determine 

the length of time required to run the report. Looking at two plan executions and a small 

force element (DIV size or smaller) will take minutes, while looking at the whole Army 

across 20 plan executions may take over an hour.  

Figure 6 Filter Options for Excess Metrics report 
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  7). Once the report begins running the screen will display the message below. Users can 

then go back to the reports menu and build another report or go to any other DST screen. 

 

Figure 7 Report Running information 

 

 D. Creating an Excess Metrics report (Display Options): 

  1). Once the report has completed click on the report name from the Custom Reports 

home page to open the report.  

  2). When the report loads it defaults to “Display Options” tab. This tab allows users to 

refine the results displayed on the Excess Metrics graph.  

 

Figure 8 Completed Excess Metrics Report 
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Creator Defined Options: 

a). Graph title: This field will default to the 

name of the report but can be changed and 

saved.  

b). Glide Paths: This section allows the user 

to build either/or a Baseline or Adjusted glide 

path. The Baseline glide path will start the 

glide path from the oldest COA run date and 

the Adjust glide path will start from the 

newest COA run date. Users can specify the 

end date for both types of glide paths.  

c). Note: This section allows users to add 

notes related to the report.  

Available Display Options: 

d). Chart type: Choose from Bar, Line or 

Line stacked display options for the report.  

e). Excess Type: Choose from Excess at 

start, Projected Excess or Total. Selecting 

Excess at start will only display numbers for 

those transactions (projected, planned and in 

execution) that have a planning estimate 

date (CSDs) or suspense date (PSDs) that 

occurred on or before the sourcing start date 

of the COA run. Selecting Projected will only 

display numbers of those transactions that 

have a planning estimate date or suspense 

date after the sourcing start date of the COA 

run. Selecting Total will combine both the 

projected and the Excess at start numbers.  

   

  f). Display Graph Title, Legend and Note: Selecting or unselecting there options will 

display or remove these elements from the graph.  

  g). Show Baseline path, Adjusted path and Trend line: Selecting or unselecting these 

options will display or removed these elements from the graph.  

 **Note: Baseline and Adjusted baseline glide paths require the user to set the criteria for 

these options in the creator defined options above.  

  h). Show Values: Selecting this box will display values in the bar graph.  

  i). Show Grid Data: Selecting this box will display the grid data below the graph.  

 

Figure 9 Display Options Tab, Excess Metrics 
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j). Hide Plan Executions: This option allows users 

to remove one or more plan executions from the 

graph.  

k). Zoom Level: This slide scale will change the 

zoom level of the displayed graph. 

l). Theme: This allows users to select the color 

scheme for the displayed graph.  

m). Available Data options: Selecting or 

unselecting any of these options allow users to 

select what data elements are displayed in the 

graph.  

 

**Note: Unselecting any of these data elements 

will remove them from the graph/chart, 

however they will remain in the grid data.  

 

**Note: Clicking the double arrows at the top 

right of the Report options to collapse the 

Report Options pane.  

  

   

 

 

Figure 10 Display Options, Excess Metrics  Cont. 
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 n).   The right side of the screen 

contains three panes: 

1. Excess Metrics Chart 

2. Excess Tracking by Execution 

(grid data)  

3. Projected Excess for Last 

Execution (grid data over time).  

 

**Note: Clicking the arrows at 

the upper right of each pane 

will collapse or expand these 

sections  

 

 E. Creating an Excess Comparison Report  

  1). Click on the “New” icon on the top right portion of the Custom Reports Module.  

  2). On the Report Type dialogue box, select “Excess Comparison” and click “Next” 

  3). Using the “Add New Excess Comparison Report” dialogue box, input a Report Name 

and a description of the report. You also have the option of making the report private (“Creator”-

only you can see it) or Public (visible by any user who can access the Custom Reports module).  

  4). Click Save and the “Reports Options” pane will display. 

   a). Select Input Parameters: This portion of the report options allows users to select 

the COA run to use for the comparison report. Click on any plan execution to select it for the 

report.  

 

b). What to Count: Select individual pieces of 

equipment or number of PSDs/CSDs (transactions) 

c). LINs: Select an individual LIN or a LIN set. The 

default option is all LINs.  

d). Ignore Intra-Battalion Later Transfers: if 

selected, this option will ignore all lateral Transfers 

that are going from units with UICs that contain the 

same first four.    

   

 

Figure 11 Completed Excess Metris with Grid Data 

Figure 12 Filter Options, Excess Comparison report 
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   e). Define Bar Groupings and Display Names: This portion of the report options allows 

users to define which force elements/supply sources to compare on the report. Up to 13 

separate force elements/ Supply sources may be selected on one comparison report.   

  f). Clicking on the bar will open the Supply Selection dialogue box. Using either supply 

filter sets, the AOS or DST Force trees, select what force element or supply source will be 

counted for that bar.  

**Note: When using either Force Tree, you can multi-select (select multiple units) by 

using  CTRL+click or Shift+click.  

The Supply Bar Name is the name that will appear on the graph (and grid data) on the report.  

Click “OK” and add any additional Supply Bars to your 

comparison report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

g). Once all of the supply bars are added, click 

“Run Report.” 

 

Figure 14 Bar Groupings, Excess Comparison report 

Figure 13 Supply Selection, Excess Comparison report 
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   h). Once the report has completed, click on the report name from the Custom Reports 

screen to open the report.  

   i). Much like the Excess Metrics report, the Comparison report has the ability to 

customize many of the graph/chart options. The Comparison report does not provide glide path 

options, you cannot ignore any executions (since this report is based on one execution) and the 

Grid data does not contain a roll up of grid data over time.  

 

Figure 15 Completed, Excess Comparison report 

 F. Grid Data: Both reports (Excess Metrics and Excess Comparison) provide the grid data 

below the graph/chart area. These data grids provides the numbers behind the graph/chart 

displayed above the data grid. To export either of the data grids, click on the Excel icon at the 

upper right of the respective data grid. 

  1). Excess Metrics Grid Data: 

   a). Excess Tracking by Execution: This displays the numbers for each execution 

selected for the report  broken out by execution date. The default display show the total number 

(Excess at start and Projected Excess), clicking the arrow to the left of the metric will break out 

this number into Excess at start and Projected Excess.  
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Figure 16 Grid Data, Excess Tracking by Execution    

   b). Projected Excess for Last Execution: This displays the numbers of the most recent 

execution selected (looking at the example above this would display the results for the 12 SEP 

16 COA Execution) for the report and beaks out the numbers across time based on suspense 

date (planning estimate date for CSDs).   

 

Figure 17 Grid Data, Projected Excess for last Execution 

**Note: The Projected Excess for Last Execution data grid, breaks-out the “Projected 

Excess” Numbers only. “Excess at Start” numbers are not counted in this grid.  

  2. Excess Comparison Grid Data: 

   a. Metrics by Suppliers: This displays the numbers for each selected supply set / force 

tree node within the Excess Comparison report. Like the Excess Metrics grid data, the default is 

to show the total excess (Excess at start + Projected Excess). Clicking the arrow next to the 

metric will breakout these values.  
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Figure 18 Grid Data, Comparison Metrics report 

   b). The “Suppliers Over Time” Data grid does not have a roll-up view. To view the 

numbers overs time, click on the arrow next to one of the units to expand.  

 

 

Figure 19 Grid Data, Suppliers Over Time (expanded) 

 G. Changes to User Management: To support the availability of this reporting module from 

within the MCOP module, the DST viewer role will automatically be granted to any LIW basic 

user. There will no longer be a need for any user to SAR for the DST viewer role once they have 

an LIW basic account.  

 H. Changes to Blue Sky Planning: When creating or editing Blue Sky plans there is now an 

additional option to make the plan “Public.” This option will make the plan viewable by any user 

who has a role that includes Blue Sky planning and will make COA runs that use that Blue Sky 

Plan viewable by any user who can view Auto-Sourcing.   
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Figure 20 Blue Sky Plan Properties dialogue 

 I. Changes to Divestiture Planning/ MDL NIIN management: The Divestiture Planner 

module was enhanced to include an MDL NIINs tab. This purpose of the tab is to provide a 

single location to manage and display those NIINs that are included in the Master Divestiture 

List (MDL). 

 

Figure 21 MDL NIINs tab in Divestiture Planner 

 

 J. Changes to Auto-Sourcing: The Auto-Sourcing landing page was modified to simplify 

viewing and comparing multiple executions of the same COA run. When the landing page first 

loads the multiple executions are consolidated under the name of the COA run. Clicking the 

arrow to the right of the COA name will expand the selection to view the multiple executions of 

that COA.  

 

Figure 22 Auto-Sourcing home screen 
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Figure 23 Auto-Sourcing with a COA run expanded to show all runs of that COA 

 K. Changes to Filter Set Management: To help improve filter set management, the column 

names “Number of Owners” was changed to “Owners. This column will display all owners and 

the total count of owners of a particular filter set.  

 

Figure 24 Filter Set Screen showing "Owners " column 
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4. Example Reports: This section walks users through creating multiple types of reports.  

 A. BDE level Comparison Report: Build a comparison report to compare excess numbers 

based on MDL items and turn-ins, across multiple BDE level organizations.  

 

Figure 25 BDE level comparison Chart 

  1). From the ”Custom Reports” menu, click “New” at the upper right corner of the Custom 

Reports home screen.  

  2). Select “Excess Comparison” from the “Report Type” dialogue box and click “Next.”  

  3) Name the report, add any Description information and select the visibility.  
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Figure 26 Add New Comparison Report dialogue box 

  4). The “Report Options” page will display. Select the execution date that you wish to use 

for the comparison. For this example we will select the most recent execution.  

  5). Select “What to Count,” individual pieces or number of PSDs/CSDs. I will select 

Individual Pieces for this example.  

  6). If you wish to compile a report on a 

specific set of LINs, choose the LIN or LIN set to be used. 

For this example we will use the default “all LINs.”  

  7). If you wish not to count those Intra-

Battalion Lateral Transfers, check the box. For this 

example I will leave the box unchecked, so that we count 

the total number of transactions /pieces across the BDE, 

regardless if the transaction would improve readiness or if 

it is simply mal-aligned within the battalion.  

 

 

 

  8). Next, we will select the BDE’s that we wish to include in this report. In the lower left 

hand pane (Define Bar Groupings and Display Names) click on the wrench icon in the first bar 

to select the first BDE. Repeat this process to include all of the 

BDEs that need to be included in the report. For this example, I 

included all of the BDEs within the 1st CAV division. Click “Run 

Report.”  

9). The report will begin to run and the screen will display the 

below message. **Note: while the report is running, you can use 

other modules within DST or create another report within the 

“Custom Reports” module.  

Figure 27 Filter Options for Comparison Report 

Figure 28 Bar Groupings for 
Comparison Chart 
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  10). Once the report completes, click on the name of the report (if you are in the “Custom 

Reports” home page) to open the report.  

  11). When the report loads note that all 15 categories of data are displayed. At this point 

you can customize what is displayed in the graph/chart. For this report we want to display only 

MDL and Turn-In related items. 

 12). Under the “Available Display Options” select 

the Excess type to count. For this report we want to 

only count those excess items that are excess as of 

the start date of the COA Run. Therefore, we 

selected “Excess at Start.”  

If we would want to see all of the excess (what is 

excess today and what will be excess in the future) 

select the “Excess Type” of “Total.” If you only want 

to see what is excess in the future, select the “Excess 

Type” of “Projected Excess.”  

 13). Check the “Display Graph Title” and “Graph 

Legend” checkboxes.  

 14). Check the “Show Values” the “Show Grid 

Data” checkboxes.  

 15). Uncheck all of the Lateral Transferred Related 

check boxes under Available Data Options.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 Display Options for Comparison Report 
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 B. BDE level Excess Metrics Report: Build an Excess Metrics report to compare a BDE’s 

current excess numbers across multiple months.  

 

Figure 30 BDE level Excess Metrics Report 

  1). From the ”Custom Reports” menu, click “New” at the upper right corner of the Custom 

Reports home screen.  

  2). Select “Excess Metrics Report” from the “Report Type” dialogue box and click “Next.”  

  3) Name the report, add any Description information and select the visibility.  

 

Figure 31 Add New Excess Metrics Report 
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  4).The “Report Options” page will display. Select the execution dates that you wish to use 

for the comparison. For this example we will select an execution for each month from June to 

September. This will provide a view to determine the amount of projected excess, planned and 

in execution PSD and completed PSDs.  

 5). Under “Select Input Parameters” choose “What 

to Count” as Individual Pieces.  

 6). If you wish to compile a report on a specific set 

of LINs, choose the LIN or LIN set to be used. For this 

example we will use the default “all LINs.”  

 7). If you wish not to count those Intra-Battalion 

Lateral Transfers, check the box. For this example I 

will leave the box unchecked, so that we count the 

total number of transactions /pieces across the BDE, 

regardless if the transaction would improve readiness 

or if it is simply mal-aligned within the battalion.  

 8). Next we will select the BDE level organization 

that we wish to compare across the Excess Metrics 

Report. For this selection, the options are either Filter 

Sets, the AOS force tree, or the DST force tree. For 

this example I selected the 1/101 ABN Div from the 

DST Force Tree. 

 

 9). Click ”Run Report”   

 

 10). Once the run has completed, click on the name 

of the report from the “Custom Reports” home screen 

to open the report.  

  11). In the “Display Options” Tab set the criteria for the Baseline Glide Path by selected 

the first run included in the report (22 JUN 16 in this example) and select an end date for the 

glide path.  

  12). Select an Adjusted Glide Path (this shows the adjust slope to completion based on 

what execution that is selected) by selecting the last execution (17 SEP 16 in this example). 

  13). Add any notes that you would like posted to the graph/chart and click “Save.”  

**Note: you must click “Save” for the settings to be displayed on the graph/chart.  

  14). Under the “Excess Type” drop down select “Excess at Start.”  

  15). Check the “Show Baseline,” “Show Adjusted Path” and “Show Trend Line” check 

boxes.  

Figure 32 Filter Options Excess Metrics Report 
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  16). Check the “Show Values” check box.  

  17). To view the graph/chart in full screen, uncheck the “Show Grid Data” check box and 

click on the double arrows at the top right of the Report Options pane to close it.  

 

 

Figure 33 Completed BDE Level Excess Metrics Chart showing changes in excess over time 
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C. Compare a Corps and its Divisions in an Excess Comparison Report: Visualize a Corps 

total excess and breakout out all of its Divisions on the same comparison report.  

  1). From the ”Custom Reports” menu, click “New” at the upper right corner of the Custom 

Reports home screen.  

  2). Select “Excess Comparison” from the “Report Type” dialogue box and click “Next.”  

  3) Name the report, add any Description information and select the visibility. 

 

Figure 34 Add New Excess Comparison Report Dialogue Box   

  4). The “Report Options” page will display. Select the execution date that you wish to use 

for the comparison. For this example we will select the most recent execution (17 SEP 16).  

 5). Select “What to Count,” individual pieces or 

number of PSDs/CSDs. I will select Individual Pieces 

for this example. 

 6). If you wish to compile a report on a specific set 

of LINs, choose the LIN or LIN set to be used. For this 

example we will use the default “all LINs.”  

 7). If you wish not to count those Intra-Battalion 

Lateral Transfers, check the box. For this example I 

checked the box to only show those transactions that 

are above the BN level.  

 

 

Figure 35 Filter Options for Comparison Metrics 
Report 
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  8). Next, we will select the units that we wish to include in this report. In the lower left 

hand pane (Define Bar Groupings and Display Names) click on the wrench icon in the first bar 

to select the first unit. Using either a supply set, or the 

AOS or DST force tree, repeat this process to include 

all of the units that need to be included in the report.  

For this example, I used the DST force tree and 

included II Corps and all of the Divisions within that 

corps.  

 

Click “Run Report.” 

 

 

 

 9). The report will begin to run and the screen will 

display the below message.  

 

**Note: while the report is running, you can use other modules within DST or create 

another report within the “Custom Reports” module. 

 10). Once the report completes, click on the name of the report (if you are in the “Custom 

Reports” home page) to open the report.  

 11). When the report loads note that all 15 categories of data are displayed. At this point you 

can customize what is displayed in the graph/chart. For this report we want to display all items. 

 12). Click on the “Display Legend” to populate the legend into the graph/chart. 

Figure 36 Bar Groupings for a Comparison Metrics 
Report 
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Figure 37 Completed Excess Comparison report 

 12). Below the graph/chart is the grid data.  

 

Figure 38 Grid Data for Corps and Division level Excess Comparison Report 
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 D. Create an ACOM level line graph: to compare excess number and execution across 

multiple COA execution dates. 

 

Figure 39 ACOM Level Excess Metrics Line Graph 

  1). From the ”Custom Reports” menu, click “New” at the upper right corner of the Custom 

Reports home screen.  

  2). Select “Excess Metrics Report” from the “Report Type” dialogue box and click “Next.”  

  3). Name the report, add any Description information and select the visibility.  

 

Figure 40 Add New Excess Metrics Dialogue Box 
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  4).The “Report Options” page will display. Select the execution dates that you wish to use 

for the comparison. For this example we will select an execution for each month from June to 

September. This will provide a view to determine the amount of projected excess, planned and 

in execution PSD and completed PSDs and how those numbers have changed across those 

months.  

 5). Under “Select Input Parameters” choose “What 

to Count” as Individual Pieces.  

 6). If you wish to compile a report on a specific set 

of LINs, choose the LIN or LIN set to be used. For this 

example we will use the default “all LINs.”  

 7). If you wish not to count those Intra-Battalion 

Lateral Transfers, check the box. For this example I will 

check the box since we only want to see those lateral 

transfer transactions that could improve readiness 

across the ACOM.  

 8). Next we will select an ACOM (FORSCOM) level 

organization that we wish to compare across the Excess 

Metrics Report. For this selection, the options are either 

Filter Sets, the AOS force tree, or the DST force tree. 

For this example I selected FORSCOM from the DST 

Force Tree. 

 9). Click ”Run Report”    

 

 

 

 

  10). Once the run has completed, click on the name of the report from the “Custom 

Reports” home screen to open the report.  

  11). Add any notes that you would like posted to the graph/chart and click “Save.”  

**Note: You must click “Save” for the settings to be displayed on the graph/chart.  

  12). Under the “Chart Type” drop down box select “Line.” 

  13). Under the “Excess Type” drop down select “Excess at Start.”  

  14). Check the “Show Values” check box  

Figure 41 Filter Options for Excess Metrics Report 
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Figure 42 ACOM Level Excess Metrics Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 


